Instructions for Authors

Scope

*The International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law (ESTU)* addresses all aspects of marine and coastal law. In addition to normal in-depth scholarly articles, the Journal contains a distinctive feature: a vigorous ‘Current Legal Developments’ section, which provides notes and commentary on international treaties and case law, national statute law, national court decisions, and other aspects of state practice; includes the relevant original documentation where appropriate; and monitors developments in relevant international organisations at a global and regional level. The format also includes a book review section.

Ethical and Legal Conditions

The publication of a manuscript in a peer-reviewed work is expected to follow standards of ethical behaviour for all parties involved in the act of publishing: authors, editors, and reviewers. Authors, editors, and reviewers should thoroughly acquaint themselves with Brill’s publication ethics, which may be downloaded here: brill.com/page/ethics/publication-ethics-cope-compliance.

Online Submission

*ESTU* uses online submission only. Authors should submit their manuscript online via the Editorial Manager (EM) online submission system at: editorialmanager.com/estu. First-time users of EM need to register first. Prior to submission, authors are encouraged to read the ‘Instructions for Authors’ and the EM instructions available by following the above link and clicking on the ‘help’ icon in the top left-hand menu on the page. Online submission considerably shortens overall publication time. When submitting via the website, you will be guided stepwise through the creation and uploading of the various files.

Please upload source files (.doc, etc.) and not .pdf files.

For figures, please see below. Any figure files should be uploaded separately, and should have a high density of at least 300 dpi at a size suitable for printing.

The revised document is uploaded the same way as the initial submission. The system automatically generates an electronic (PDF) proof, which is then used for reviewing purposes. All correspondence, including the editor’s request for revision and final decision, is sent by e-mail.

For house style and referencing please see pp. 3-4.

Contact Address

For any questions or problems relating to your manuscript please contact the Editor Dr. D. Freestone, at: davidacfreestone@gmail.com. For questions about Editorial Manager, authors can contact the Brill EM Support Department at: support-em@brill.com.
Submission Requirements

Types of Contributions
The areas within the scope of the Journal include:
- maritime boundary delimitation,
- marine and coastal environmental protection;
- fisheries law;
- marine and coastal minerals exploration and exploitation,
- marine and coastal management law,
- public law aspects of maritime law.

The Editors are also happy to consider proposals for papers, although they are not able to make any undertaking about publication in advance of manuscript submission.

Language
The journal uses UK English spelling and grammar. All spelling should be consistent throughout.

Length
The Editors of *The International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law* are happy to consider full-length papers not in excess of 10,000 words.
Shorter pieces to a maximum of 2,500 words may be considered for *Current Legal Developments*; these may also contain or annex the texts of relevant legal instruments under national or international law.

Manuscript Structure

General
The manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, with wide margins around all sides.
The journal is not double blinded, include the title of the paper, followed by your name, affiliation, and e-mail address, and the abstract and keyword texts.
The Editors undertake to reach decisions on publication as quickly as possible in a refereed periodical.

Affiliation
When submitting papers, a complete affiliation with city and country, and e-mail address should be placed under each author's name.

Abstract, Keywords
Papers must be preceded by a separate abstract, no longer than 100–150 words, and 3–5 keywords. The abstract must not contain footnotes.
Notes that if the abstract is longer than 150 words, you will not be able to upload it or the article onto the editorial manager site.

**Headings**

The Journal *does not use* numbered headings. All of the main words start with a capital letter. The method of indicating heading levels is as follows:

- **The First Level Heading**

  The text of the first sentence after a heading is not indented.

- **The Second Level Heading**

  Text.

- **The Third Level Heading**

  Text.

**References**

The journal uses footnotes, not endnotes. Footnotes must be typed single-spaced and be as complete as possible. Where more than one citation is given in a single footnote, separate them with semi-colons (;). Insert footnote numbers *after* the relevant punctuation (comma, semicolon, full stop, etc.) in the text:

1, 2, 3

Do not provide any acknowledgements in an asterisked footnote to the author’s name, but make this a numbered footnote, and place the footnote number in the first sentence of the paper.

The first time a reference is given, it must be given as completely as possible. Thereafter use *Ibid.*, which means 'in the same place', to refer to a reference that is identical to the preceding one, or *Ibid.*, at p. 45, if the reference is the same, but the pagination is different.

To refer to a reference already given further above, briefly identify the article, book (by Author surname), case or other item, and specify the note where the full citation is found: Surname (n #); Freestone (n 1).

For journal articles and chapters in edited books provide the first and last page numbers. Any references to page(s) within the article or the chapter come after these numbers, preceded by a comma and the word 'at'. 1-21, at p. 1.

**Journal Article**

For journals that are only published electronically, give publication details as for print journals and provide the website address and most recent date of access. If a doi number is available, please provide it.

AA Author, ‘The title of the journal article’ (2024) 70(1) *Journal Title* 1-10.
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Book
AA Author, The Title of the Book (2nd ed., Publisher, City, 2024) 1-21.
Only give one main place of publication.

Edited Book
AA Author and BB Author, ‘The title of the chapter in the book’ in AA Author and BB Author (eds), The Title of the Edited Volume (Publisher, City, 2024) 1-21.

Conference Proceedings
AA Author, BB Author and CC Author, ‘The title of the article’ in Proceedings of the Xth International Conference on Something (City, Publisher, 2022) x-xx.
Give the web address and date accessed if proceedings are not published in hard copy.

Ph.D. (M.Sc., etc.) Thesis

Online References
A Author, ‘The title of the article’ available at http://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/policy/index_en.htm; accessed 5 September 2023. If most of the dates accessed are the same, state at first mention: All websites accessed on 5 September 2023, unless otherwise mentioned.

Treaty References
References to websites for treaties are to be avoided; treaty references must be made to hard-copy primary sources (such as UNTS or ILM). Include the full name of the treaty, its date and place of adoption, its date of entry into force, and the UNTS/ILM (or similar) citation.


Abbreviations
Abbreviations must comply with national or international legal practice. They must be placed in parentheses after the first use of the full title, and then used consistently thereafter.
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Figures
Figure files for line drawings and maps must be submitted as separate source files, as .jpg, .tif, or .eps, at the size appropriate for the journal (11.5 x 18 cm). The resolution must be between 300 and 600 dpi. Lettering within the figures should not be smaller than corps 9. Authors must have permission to reproduce any figure that is not their own.

Tables
Tables should be on separate sheets.

Copy Editor
The Publisher wants to ensure the highest quality for this Journal, and therefore all manuscripts accepted for publication are reviewed and edited by our copy editor prior to being sent for typesetting. However, it is the author who is responsible for ensuring before submission that papers follow these author instructions, and that all references are correct and complete in IJMCL format. Papers that do not follow these instructions will be returned to the author for correction prior to copy editing.

Publication

Proofs
Upon acceptance, an article proof will be sent to each author by e-mail to check carefully for factual and typographic errors. Authors are responsible for checking these proofs and are strongly urged to make use of the Comment & Markup toolbar to note their corrections directly on the proofs. At this stage in the production process, only minor corrections are allowed. Alterations to the original manuscript at this stage will result in considerable delay in publication and are not accepted unless charged to the author. Proofs must be returned within 7 days of receipt to the journal manager.

E-offprints
A PDF file of the article will be supplied free of charge by the publisher to authors for personal use. Brill is a RoMEO yellow publisher. The Author retains the right to self-archive the submitted (pre-peer-review) version of the article at any time. The submitted version of an article is the author’s version that has not been peer-reviewed, nor had any value added to it by Brill (such as formatting or copy editing). The Author retains the right to self-archive the accepted (peer-reviewed) version without any embargo period. The accepted version means the version which has been accepted for publication and contains all revisions made after peer reviewing and copy editing, but has not yet been typeset in the publisher’s lay-out. The publisher’s lay-out must not be used in any repository or on any website (https://brill.com/page/selfarchiving/sharing-your-work-selfarchiving).
License to Publish

Copyright and License to Publish
By submitting a manuscript, the author warrants and represents that they are the sole author and owner of the Contribution and the copyright thereof, and will grant Brill the exclusive and irrevocable license to publish their contribution by signing a License to Publish form.

Brill Open Access
Should the author wish to publish the article in Open Access he/she can choose non-exclusive Open Access publication under a Creative Commons license in exchange for an Article Publication Charge (APC), upon signing a special Open Access Consent to Publish form. More information on Brill Open Access can be found on brill.com/openaccess.